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The Spectra of Complementary Subgraphs in a Strongly Regular Graph
D. DE CAEN
As an application of Jacobi’s identity on complementary minors, one can exhibit a simple explicit
relation between the characteristic polynomials of any pair of complementary induced subgraphs
in a strongly regular graph. In particular, there is an explicit relation between the spectra of the
first and second subconstituents with respect to any vertex. Several consequences will be presented;
for example, there follow rather strong parametric restrictions on an SRG that has some second
subconstituent isomorphic to an antipodal distance-regular graph of diameter three. The latter class
of graphs also admits a palatable complementary-minors formula; this will be stated, together with an
application.
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1. THE SPECTRA OF COMPLEMENTARY SUBGRAPHS
We start by fixing some notation. Let M be any n  n matrix; one may take the indexing
set for rows and columns to be TnU D f1; 2; : : : ; ng. If T  TnU, let MTT U denote the principal
submatrix of M whose row and column indices are T . (For convenience we set MT;U D 1.)
Also put T D TnU nT , the complement of T ; and jM jwill denote the determinant of M . Recall
Jacobi’s identity ([3, p. 21]; see also [5, p. 52], for an elegant proof): If M is invertible, then
for any T  TnU
jMTT Uj D jMkM−1TT Uj: (1)
One may apply this formula to the characteristic polynomials of graphs and their subgraphs.
Let D be a directed graph on n vertices, with adjacency matrix A; the characteristic matrix is
C D x In − A, where x is an indeterminate. By (1) we have
jx In−t − ATT Uj D jx In − Ak.x In − A/−1TT Uj (2)
where t D jT j. (Note that x In − A is always invertible, when interpreted over the rational
function field C.x/.) The meaning of formula (2) is that the characteristic polynomial of
DTT U, the subgraph of D induced on the vertex set T , is related to some other data involving
the complementary vertex set T . However, note that .x In − A/−1TT U is not the same as
.x It − ATT U/−1, so that the characteristic polynomials of DTT U and DTT U are not related by a
simple formula. Nevertheless, there are nontrivial applications of (2), e.g., to walk-generating
functions; cf. [5, Ch. 4]. Here we will show that for strongly regular graphs, there is a version
of (2) that is more useful for applications.
Our terminology will follow van Lint and Wilson [9, Ch. 21]. A strongly regular graph
SRG .v; k; ; / is a k- regular undirected graph G on v vertices, such that every pair of
adjacent vertices have exactly  common neighbours and every pair of non-adjacent vertices
have exactly  common neighbours. The adjacency matrix A D A.G/ satisfies, in addition to
AJ D J A D k J ,
A2 C .− /A C .− k/I D J (3)
where I D Iv and J D Jv is the all-ones matrix of order v. The characteristic matrix
C D x I − A satisfies
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C2 D x2 I − 2x A C A2 (4)
and
.−2x C − /C D −x.2x C − /I C 2x A − .− /A: (5)
Adding (4) and (5) (and using (3)) we obtain
CTC − .2x C − /I U D −q.x/I C J;
where q.x/ D x2 C .− /x C .− k/. (We remark that the two non-principal eigenvalues
of A are just the roots of q.x/.) Therefore
C−1 D [−q.x/I C J ]−1 [C − .2x C − /I ]
D

− 1
q.x/
I C 
q.x/.−q.x/C v/ J

[−.x C − /I − A]
or
q.x/C−1 D

I C 
q.x/− v J

[.x C − /I C A]
D A C .x C − /I C .x C k C − /
q.x/− v J:
From the relation k.k −  − 1/ D .v − k − 1/ (cf. [9, p. 232]), one easily finds that
q.x/−v D .x− k/.xC kC−/. Hence we have the following simple form of the inverse
of the characteristic matrix C D x I − A:
q.x/C−1 D A C .x C − /I C 
x − k J: (6)
From (6) and Jacobi’s identity (2), we readily obtain the following.
THEOREM 1. Let G be any SRG .v; k; ; /, with adjacency matrix A and characteristic
matrix C D x I − A. For any subset T of vertices, with jT j D t ,
jCTT Uj D q.x/−t jC j
ATT U C .x C − /It C x − k Jt
 (7)
where q.x/ D x2 C .− /x C − k.
In the standard notation q.x/ D .x−r/.x−s/, where r > 0 has eigenvalue multiplicity f and
s < 0 has multiplicity g. Thus in (7) we may write q.x/−t jC j as .x− k/.x− r/ f−t .x− s/g−t .
As for the right-most determinant in (7), there is an explicit relation to the spectrum of ATT U
when the latter has constant row sums, i.e., when the induced subgraph GTT U is regular; for
then ATT U commutes with J . Thus if GTT U is d-regular then ATT U C .x C − /It C x−k Jt
has top eigenvalue (i.e., constant row sum) equal to d C .x C − /C t
x−k D T.x − k/.x C
 −  C d/ C tU=.x − k/. The other eigenvalues are x C  −  C !, as ! ranges over the
eigenvalues of ATT U with ! D d omitted once, i.e., the spectrum of ATT U is a multiset, and
! D d will appear more than once if GTT U is disconnected. We thus have the following.
COROLLARY 2. If GTT U is d-regular then the complementary induced subgraph GTT U has
characteristic polynomial
jCTT Uj D [.x − k/.x C − C d/C t] .x − r/ f−t .x − s/g−t
Y
!
.x C − C !/ (8)
where ! ranges over the eigenvalues of ATT U with ! D d omitted once.
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Now fix any vertex p in G; Ni D Ni .p/ will denote the set of vertices at distance i from p
.i D 1; 2/. The subgraphs GTNi U are called the (first and second) subconstituents with respect
to p. Since GTN1U is -regular, on k vertices, we easily obtain from (8) a relation between the
spectra of ATN1U and ATN2U.
COROLLARY 3. For any vertex p,
jCTN2.p/Uj D .x − k C /.x − r/ f−k.x − s/g−k
Y
!
.x C − C !/ (9)
where ! ranges over the eigenvalues of ATN1.p/U with ! D  omitted once.
EXAMPLE 4. We may use formula (9) to show the nonexistence of SRG (28, 9, 0, 4). Indeed,
one readily computes that r D 1. f D 21/ and s D −5 .g D 6/; also since  D 0 we see that
N1.p/ is the empty graph on nine vertices, for each p. Hence from (9)
jCTN2.p/Uj D .x − 5/.x − 1/12.x C 5/−3.x C 4/8;
which is a proper rational function, an absurdity. On the other hand, SRG (28, 9, 0, 4) is
already known not to exist, since it fails one of the Krein conditions; it is also possible to show
nonexistence by elementary counting arguments (cf. [9, Problem 21D]).
EXAMPLE 5. Similarly one can prove the nonexistence of SRG (184, 48, 2, 16). Here r D 2
. f D 160/ and s D −16 .g D 23/; and so in (9) for any p,
jCTN2.p/Uj D .x − 32/.x − 2/112.x C 16/−25
Y
!
.x C 14C !/:
Since jCTN2Uj is a polynomial, this forces ! D 2 with multiplicity at least 25. This is
impossible: since 2 is the valency of GTN1U, this means that GTN1U has at least 25 connected
components, whereas a 2-regular graph on 48 vertices obviously has at most 16 components.
As in Example 4, this parameter set is also excluded by one of the Krein conditions, cf. [1,
p. 89].
These complementary-subgraph formulae are naturally useful when one assumes that a
strongly regular graph has an induced subgraph with restricted eigenvalue structure. For
example Cameron et al. [2] studied SRG .v; k; ; /’s G with the property that for some
vertex p both GTN1.p/U and GTN2.p/U are strongly regular. If GTNi .p/U has non-principal
eigenvalues ri (multiplicity fi ) and si (multiplicity gi ) for i D 1; 2; then (9) yields
.x − r2/ f2.x − s2/g2 D .x − r/ f−k.x − s/g−k.x C − C r1/ f1.x C − C s1/g1 : (10)
Clearly (10) severely limits the possibilities, and one can easily deduce some of the results of
[2]. (Note that our Corollary 3 is a slightly more precise version of Theorem 5.1 in [2].) In the
same way, one can prove some of the results of Haemers and Higman [8], who consider SRGs
admitting a vertex partition into two strongly regular induced subgraphs. In the next section,
we will consider a similar type of problem, namely the existence of SRG’s where GTN2.p/U
is distance-regular of diameter 3 for some p.
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2. DISTANCE-REGULAR SECOND SUBCONSTITUENT
THEOREM 6 (GARDINER et al. [4]). Let G be any SRG .v; k; ; / that is not complete
multipartite. Then for each vertex p, GTN2.p/U is connected and has diameter at most 3. If
GTN2.p/U is distance-regular of diameter 3, then it is antipodal.
We refer to Godsil [5] for an introduction to distance-regular graphs. Recall that an arbitrary
graph, of diameter d, is called antipodal if the relation ‘equal or at distance d’ on vertices is an
equivalence relation. When G is an antipodal distance-regular graph of diameter 3, then it is
an r -fold covering graph of a complete graph Kn , where n is the number of antipodal classes
(called fibres) and r is the size of each fibre. See Godsil and Hensel [7] for an in-depth study
of this class of graphs (also Godsil [6] gives an up-to-date survey). In particular, they show
[7, Lemma 3.1] that an antipodal distance-regular graph of diameter 3 can be specified by the
triple of parameters .n; r; c2/, where n and r are as above and c2 is the number of common
neighbours to any pair of vertices at distance two. Such a graph is called an .n; r; c2/-cover;
also, following Godsil, ‘an antipodal distance-regular graph of diameter three’ will often just
be called ‘a cover’.
In view of Theorem 6, it is of interest to find (and, if possible, classify) the strongly regular
graphs having some second subconstituent isomorphic to a cover. The main result of [4] is an
explicit determination of those G’s such that, for every vertex p, GTN2.p/U is a cover; they
are the noncollinearity graphs of certain semipartial geometries. The authors of [4] raise the
problem of finding strongly regular graphs G such that for at least one but not all p, GTN2.p/U
is a cover; they give a construction showing that such graphs do exist. In what follows, we
will apply (9) to derive a restriction on parameters.
To begin with, we recall [4] that if an SRG .v; k; ; / G is such that, for some vertex p,
GTN2.p/U is an .n; r; c2/-cover, then the parameters of G are determined by those of GTN2.p/U.
Put γ VD c2.c2 − 1/=.n − c2/; then
vD.r C 1/n C c2 C γ
kDn − 1C c2 C γ
Dn − 2− .r − 1/c2 C γ
Dc2 C γ:
(11)
Hence γ is an integer, which gives us a restriction on the pair n; c2. The eigenvalues of any
.n; r; c2/-cover are [7] n − 1;−1;  and  , where  and  are the two roots of the quadratic
q.x/ D x2 − .n − 2− rc2/x − .n − 1/. Since  D −.n − 1/, one is positive and the other
negative; by convention  > 0 >  . The multiplicities m./ and m. / are given by
m./ D n.r − 1/
 −  I m. / D
n.r − 1/
 −  : (12)
(Also m.n−1/ D 1 and m.−1/ D n−1.) On the other hand, G has eigenvalues k and the two
roots of x2C .−/xC .− k/, which by (11) equals x2− .n−2− rc2/x− .n−1/ D q.x/;
thus  and  are also eigenvalues of G. The G-multiplicities f; g of  and  can be written as
f D .v − 1/C k
 −  I g D
.v − 1/C k
 −  : (13)
Collecting all this information and applying (9), we find the following result.
THEOREM 7. Let G be an SRG .v; k; ; / such that, for some vertex p, GTN2.p/U is an
.n; r; c2/- cover. ThenY
!
.x C − C !/ D .x C 1/n−1.x − /m./− fCk.x − /m. /−gCk (14)
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where ;  etc. are as described above, and ! ranges over the eigenvalues of GTN1.p/U with
! D  omitted once. Consequently, since the left-hand side of (14) is a polynomial in x, the
inequalities m./− f C k  0 and m. /− g C k  0 hold.
These inequalities seem to be quite effective in eliminating parameter sets. For exam-
ple, the following sets .n; r; c2/ with n  105 appear to be feasible (in the sense that
γ D c2.c2 − 1/=.n − c2/ is an integer, etc.) but are killed by Theorem 7: (16,2,6), (33,3,9),
(36,4,8), (45,3,12), (55,5,10), (56,5,12), (81, 3,21), (85,5,15), (96,3,36), (96,4,20), (105,3,27),
(105,4,27),(105,7,14).
EXAMPLE 8. Do there exist covers with .n; r; c2/ D .b2.b C 2/; b; b.b C 1//, b some
positive integer? The author suspects that they do, at least when b is a prime power, but at
present they are only known to exist when b D 1 (a degenerate case) and b D 2. Note that
γ D c2.c2−1/=.n−c2/ D b.bC1/.b2Cb−1/=.b2.bC2/−b.bC1// D bC1, so one might
hope that such a cover arises as a second subconstituent of some strongly regular graph. The
associated SRG parameters are, by (11), v D .bC 1/.b3C 2b2C bC 1/, k D b.bC 1/.bC 2/,
 D 2b2 C 2b − 1,  D .b C 1/2. Now such SRGs often do exist, for example as the block-
intersection graphs of 2 − .b.b C 1/2 C 1; b C 1; 1/ designs. This raises our hopes further.
But unfortunately for such an SRG GTN2.p/U cannot be a cover. Indeed, it is straightforward
to compute that m. / − g C k D −b.b2 − 2/, so that the second inequality in Theorem 7 is
violated.
3. THE COMPLEMENTARY-MINORS FORMULA FOR COVERS
Let G be an .n; r; c2/-cover, with adjacency matrix A. There are a total of nr vertices,
partitioned into n fibres F1; : : : ; Fn each of size r . It is convenient to enumerate the vertices
so that those of F1 come first, those of F2 second, and so on. Thus A has an easily visualized
block form, with n r  r zero blocks down the main diagonal, and the off-diagonal blocks
are r  r permutation matrices corresponding to the matchings between fibres. It is a simple
exercise to verify the identity
A2 D .n − 1/Inr C .a1 − c2/A C c2.Jn − In/⊗ Jr (15)
where a1 D n − 2 − .r − 1/c2 is the number of common neighbours to any pair of adjacent
vertices, and ⊗ denotes the tensor product. Equation (15) is the analogue of (3) for covers;
the analogue of (6) for the characteristic matrix C D x I − A is
q.x/C−1 D .x C c2 − a1/Inr C A − c2
x C 1 In ⊗ Jr
C c2x
.x C 1/.x − .n − 1// Jnr (16)
where now q.x/ D x2− .a1− c2/x− .n−1/ D .x− /.x− / in the notation of Section 2. It
is tedious but routine to verify (16), using (15). The salient feature of (16) is that it expresses
C−1 in terms of only A plus some explicit matrix. So by Jacobi’s identity we obtain a fairly
simple relation between the spectra of ATT U and ATT U, for any subset of vertices.
PROPOSITION 9. Let A be the adjacency matrix of an .n; r; c2/-cover. Let T be any subset
of vertices, with t D jT j. The characteristic polynomial of A is jC j D .x − n C 1/.x C
1/n−1.x − /m./.x − /m. /. The characteristic polynomial of ATT U is
jCTT Uj D .x − .n − 1//.x C 1/n−1.x − /m./−t .x − /m. /−t

.x C c2 − a1/It C ATT U C c2x
.xC1/.x−.n−1//
Jt − c2
xC1
.In ⊗ Jr /TT U
 (17)
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where a1 D n − 2− .r − 1/c2 .
We remark that if T D T1 [    [ Tn (partition according to fibres, i.e., Ti D T \ Fi /, with
ti D jTi j, then .In ⊗ Jr /TT U D Jt1      Jtn is a direct sum of J -matrices.
From (17) it is possible to relate the spectra of the first and second subconstituents with
respect to any vertex p. The computation is somewhat more tedious than for the analogous
formula (9); we state the result without proof.
COROLLARY 10. Let G be an .n; r; c2/-cover. The characteristic polynomial for the second
subconstituent GTN2.p/U with respect to any vertex p is related to the spectrum of the first
subconstituent GTN1.p/U as follows:
jCTN2.p/Uj D .x − a2/.x C c2 − a1/r−2.x − /m./−n−rC3.x − /m. /−n−rC3

Y
!
.x2 C .c2 − a1 C 1C !/x − a1 C !/ (18)
where a2 D n − 2 − c2 is the valency of GTN2.p/U, and ! ranges over the eigenvalues of
GTN1.p/U with ! D a1 omitted once.
In conclusion, we apply (18) to give a new proof of a theorem of Godsil and Hensel [7,
Lemma 3.5].
THEOREM 11. Let G be an .n; r; c2/-cover; set  D  or  . If  is an integer and m./ <
n C r − 3 then  C 1 divides c2.
(We remark [7, Lemma 3.2] that  is almost always an integer, so this is not a stringent
hypothesis.)
PROOF. If m./ − n − r C 3 < 0 then in (18) .x − / has a negative exponent. Since
jCTN2.p/Uj is a polynomial in x , it follows that .x − / must appear somewhere else on
the right-hand side of (18). It is easy to check that  cannot equal a2 or a1 − c2; and so
there exists ! in the spectrum of ATN1.p/U and a suitable  0 such that .x − /.x −  0/ D
x2 C .c2 − a1 C 1C !/x − a1 C !. One readily finds from this that  0 D −1− c2C1 ; thus  0
is rational. Hence ! is rational; and ! is also an algebraic integer (being an eigenvalue of the
(0,1)-matrix ATN1.p/U), so ! is an integer. Thus  0 is an integer, and finally c2C1 is an integer.
2
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